Total Project Cost Reduction

A Global Leader in Innovative...
Wire & Cable Management • Cable Protection Systems • Power Connection & Control • Safety Technology

Thomas & Betts Solution Sets

Total Project Cost
Reduction

Corrosion & Harsh
Environment Protection

Grounding & Bonding

Power Quality,
Efficiency & Reliability

Safety & Contamination

Continuous Operation
& Sustainability

Hazardous Location
Protection

SKU Reduction

Depending on the scope
of the project, keeping a
handle on total costs can
be a daunting, but always
necessary, task.

Liquid Ingress
Protection

Extreme Temperature
Protection

Services & Training
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Total Project Cost Reduction

Your Challenge:
Cutting Costs
without Cutting
Corners

Thomas & Betts Can Help You Realize
Significant Project Cost Savings

Today’s competitive environment requires
everyone to work harder — and smarter.
Every aspect of the way we do business must
be examined to identify and eliminate waste.
Whether it’s labor, material, logistics or the
process, managers must look for the most
efficient way to get the job done. At the same
time, codes are becoming increasingly stringent,
allowing little room for deviation.

Thomas & Betts offers a wide array of electrical products designed to provide customers
with significant and measurable project cost savings:
Labor Savings: Industry-leading products utilize pre-assemblies, ergonomic designs and
innovative technology to help our customers reduce their total installation and operating costs.
For example, Steel City® Pre-Fab Components are designed to significantly reduce project
costs during the rough-in phase of a project. In addition, Steel City® Pre-Fab saves more
money by shipping pre-assembled electrical rough-in products directly to a job site.
Material Savings: Special ARRA and Buy America assemblies can help reduce overall
material costs as much as 40%.
Logistics Savings: Thomas & Betts will work with you to streamline how your order
is packaged, labeled and delivered to ensure the most efficient process possible.
Process Improvements: Thomas & Betts is a leader in developing and implementing
Web-based catalogs, CAD tools and BIM models to get the job done efficiently.

Total Project Cost Reduction
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Delivering value through system solutions based
on engineering innovation.
Our Value Commitment

Product Platforms

Thomas & Betts is committed to helping you meet the challenges of

For over a century, Thomas & Betts has provided customers with

corrosion prevention with electrical solutions, services and systems

electrical system solutions to help protect their people and assets,

that deliver value. These include:

while meeting applicable codes, lowering installed costs and providing
overall value.

T&B Engineered solutions — Our products are designed to
perform dependably under conditions such as constant moisture,

Wire and Cable Management — Thomas & Betts invented

harsh chemicals, extreme temperatures, high-pressure washdown,

the Ty-Rap® Cable Ties in 1958 and continues to lead the industry

ultraviolet exposure, hazardous areas, high-vibration equipment and

in innovative wire and cable management solutions. For harsh and

continuous operation.

corrosive environments, we offer Ty-Rap® Cable Ties in coated and
uncoated stainless steel as well as polypropylene and fluoropolymer

Tested reliability — Our products are rigorously tested for use in

materials.

harsh environments, with proven results in thousands of installations.
Cable Protection Systems — Electrical systems exist in harsh
Expert support — Thomas & Betts trained sales representatives and

and corrosive environments, extreme temperatures and hazardous

technical services experts are available at every stage of a project, from

locations. Thomas & Betts has engineered, tested and certified

planning and site preparation through construction and MRO.

raceway solutions for all types of wires, cables and cords, offering long
life and safe, reliable, maintenance-free performance, regardless of

Training and certification — Thomas & Betts conducts training

environmental conditions.

programs on specific products and systems and works closely with
accredited electrical industry associations. Contact us for details.

Power Connection and Control — Advanced electronic and
electrical systems require signals and controls to be extremely

Product availability — Our industry-leading distributor network

accurate, consistent and reliable. Our power connection and control

assures you of reliable and on-time delivery. This global electrical

system solutions make this expectation a reality for your low-,

product support system ensures that our solutions are available when

medium- and high-voltage electrical system needs.

and where you need them.
Safety Technology — Thomas & Betts is a worldwide leader in
lightning and surge protection, hazardous location lighting, emergency
lighting and supporting central battery systems. We use state-of-theart technologies to design our electrical system solutions so they meet
global safety and reliability standards.
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Thomas & Betts products for
total project cost reduction
Blackburn®
• Compression Connector and Tool System
• Comfort Crimp® Tools
• HEX-FLEX® Die System
• Motor Lead Disconnects

Carlon®
• ENT (Electrical Non-Metallic Tubing) System
• Adjust-A-Boxes
• Vapor-Proof Boxes

Homac®
• Flood-Seal® Splicing Kits
• Lay-In Type Connectors

Kindorf®
• Modular Framing System
• Fast Set Beam Clamp
• Trapnut® Strut Fastener

PMA®
• Flexible Nylon Conduit Systems

Sta-Kon®
• Dragon Tooth® Insulation-Piercing Connectors
• Hand Crimping Tools

Steel City®
• Boxes, Covers and Accessories
• Pre-Fab Assemblies

T&B® Fittings
• LU® Universal Conduit Elbow

Ty-Rap®
• Hand-Held Installation Tools
• Ty-Tote® Cable Tie Dispenser

Thomas & Betts’ broad
range of high-quality
electrical products are
designed to provide
substantial value and
significant project and
material cost savings.
Total Project Cost Reduction
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LU ® Universal Conduit Elbow
• The LU® doesn’t derate a conduit system through the wire fill
rating of the fitting, making it possible to use smaller trade size
conduit and significantly reduce costs
• 4-to-1 SKU reduction — replaces LL, LR, LB and C conduit bodies
• Functions as three elbows in one, going almost anywhere
a 90˚ bend is required
• Radius is the same as the bent conduit
• Angles cover port — easier wire pulling and uses standard covers
• Available in BlueKote® and stainless steel versions
• UL® Listed as an enclosure — splices allowed inside the LU ®
• Rated for 40% wire fill!

Motor Lead Disconnects

Comfort Crimp ® Tools

HEX-FLEX® Die System

• Designed for ergonomic ease of use
and efficiency
• Featuring the Color-Keyed® Compression
System that ensures proper connections

Compression Connector
and Tool Systems

• Cut labor time in half with the only pin-spring
and insulation system in the market
• Quick change out of electric motors with no
bolting, taping or loose connections

• Reduce installation cost with a minimum
amount of crimps and effort required to install

• Reduces labor by providing a superior
termination with fewer crimps

• Featuring the Color-Keyed® Compression
System that ensures proper connections

• Featuring the Color-Keyed® Compression
System that ensures proper connections

• Featuring the Color-Keyed® Compression
System that ensures proper connections
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Total Project Cost Reduction
Modular Framing System, Fast Set Beam
Clamp and Trapnut ® Strut Fastener
• Engineered electrical support system saves time,
increases efficiency and cuts material costs
• Labor Savings — Utilizing a series of proprietary innovative
hardware, such as the Trapnut® Strut Fastener, Trap-Eze™ Connector,
Cobra® Cable and Pipe Clamp, Fast Set Beam Clamp and unique punched
channel, the Kindorf® Modular Metal Framing System can cut installation
time by more than 40% over typical mechanical framing systems
• Material Savings — Because of the unique 11/2" design, fewer fittings
are needed to get the job done, meaning less SKUs on the jobsite
• Reduced Waste — Integral and easy to use measuring system means
exact cuts and less scrap
• Sustainable Finish — Trivalent Chromium finish has over twice the corrosion
resistance the typical pre-galvanized product, minimizing callbacks in more
corrosive environments. Finish also saves on inventory management,
as Kindorf® will not form white rust when stored outside

Fast Set Beam Clamp
• Installs quicker than standard beam clamps due to the tooless design
• Threaded rod secures the clamp, eliminating an entire step in the process

Trapnut ® Strut Fastener
• Reduces installation time by up to 43% as compared to traditional methods for many mechanical framing assemblies
• Unique scissor action closes at any point on the rod — no need to thread it on from the end
• Locking pin holds the Trapnut® fastener securely in the desired position

Hand-Held Installation Tools

Ty-Tote® Cable Tie Dispensers

Comfort Crimp ® Tools

• Allow for quick access to Ty-Rap®
fastening products

• Designed for ergonomic ease of use
and efficiency

• Designed for ergonomic ease of use
and efficiency

Total Project Cost Reduction
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Boxes, Covers and Accessories

Flexible Nylon
Conduit Systems

• Designed to significantly reduce
labor during the rough-in phase
of a project
• Steel City® Pre-Fab reduces labor
by up to 40% for the rough-in
phase of the project
• Snap-in installation provides a quick and secure connection, saving time
and money
• PMA® has nylon conduit systems specifically designed for extremetemperature environments
• Conduits for technically demanding applications and special requirements
• Conduit sizes range from 6mm to 125mm diameters, from lightweight
to heavyweight, and pliable to highly flexible
• Standard colors are black and gray
• Many conduits are specially approved, e.g. CSA, UL® Recognition,
NF, SNCF, DB, etc.

ENT (Electrical Non-Metallic Tubing) System

Dragon Tooth ® Insulation-Piercing Connectors

• Reduce labor by eliminating the need to strip conductors of insulation
• Reduce labor by eliminating the need to use agents such as acid
to remove coatings on conductors like magnet wire
• Can be installed in seconds
• Cut installation time as compared to rigid PVC conduit
• Material-handling savings with lightweight, flexible coils
• Time savings with Quick Connect fittings
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• Require minimal training for installation
• Penetrate all standard copper and aluminum magnet wire insulations
• Perfect for heavy Formvar, polythermaleze, polyester
and polyurethane insulations

Total Project Cost Reduction
Lay-in Type Connectors

Vapor-Proof Boxes

• Homac® offers a complete line of EZ-Keeper® lay-in type connectors
for transformer applications that save time and labor

• Reduce installation costs
while ensuring a vaportight home

• Cables are easily placed into the keeper slot
• Minimize the hassle and hazards of having to force cables into the closed
cable ports found on conventional mechanical connectors
• Require only a cable stripper and Allen hex wrench — no crimping tools
or dies or other special tools are needed for installation
• Dual-rated for use with aluminum or copper cable
• Ball-bottom screws ensure even
force distribution in the cable/
connector interface

• High-strength
polycarbonate construction
— will not shatter when
cold or distort in heat
• V-clamps provide
self-clamping cable entry
(multigang and fan/fixture box)
• ½" offset flange to ensure
a flush fit in ½" drywall
• Angled side nails for
rapid installation
• Pre-drilled flanges for additional mounting options
• Feature a drywall flange covered with a foam gasket and additional
gaskets over the cable entry point
• The gaskets provide a draft-tight seal, preventing the free flow of air
through the box, and eliminate the need for caulking and sealants.
• Help control heating costs in the winter and cooling costs in the summer

Flood-Seal® Splicing Kits

Adjust-A-Boxes

• RRK Flood-Seal® Splicing Kit’s one-piece cover and connector allow for
quick installation over other industry methods
• Radiating rib design dissipates heat, centers the watertight insulating
cover and seals perfectly every time
• Rubber Flood-Seal® insulating cover fits snugly for maximum heat
dissipation, no tape required
• Compact size allows you to install connectors on up to 4/0 AWG cable
in only 10" of space using UT 3 M or UT 3 tools
• Prefilled with oxide inhibitor to prevent oxidation and keep out moisture
• Exceed ANSI C119.4 requirements and are RUS Accepted

• Eliminate set back
rework and spacers
• Make installing floor
outlets fast and
easy by providing
maximum installation
flexibility
• Feature an adjustment screw designed
to adjust the box from 0" to 1½" by
simply turning the screw clockwise or
counterclockwise, providing a flush mount
every time
• Available with brass cover (B234BFBB)
or stainless steel cover (B234BFSS)

Total Project Cost Reduction
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Steel City® Prefabricated Electrical Rough-In Solutions dramatically reduce the amount of
time and labor required for the rough-in phase of the project. Instead of cartons of individual

The single largest expense for an electrical

components being transported, stored and assembled all over the jobsite, Steel City® Pre-Fab

contractor on any commercial construction

offers custom pre-assembled rough-in components shipped from our factory directly to the

project is labor. While it is important to have

jobsite. They can even be labeled with the exact location (i.e. building, room, wall, etc.) where

experienced electricians installing sophisticated

they will be installed to ensure an efficient and streamlined installation. With a single SKU

electrical systems, much of their time is spent

(assembly), an electrician can install one to even six locations for power and data with all

on labor-intensive “rough-in” tasks assembling

accessories (pigtails, fittings, etc.) in a matter of seconds. Multiply that savings by thousands

the thousands of components needed to come

of locations around a typical commercial or institutional project, and the benefits of Steel City®

together in a wall or ceiling to route, terminate,

Prefabricated Solutions are clear.

support and protect a complicated commercial
and institutional electrical system. Material
handling aspects of the job — getting all the
required components to the proper location on
the jobsite — can be a time-consuming, laborintensive process as well.
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• Labor Savings — Custom-designed boxes, covers, grounding, fittings and
positioning accessories
• M
 aterial Savings — Special ARRA and Buy America assemblies reduce overall
material costs
• L ogistics Savings — Project-specific packaging and labeling offer significant savings
in material handling

• PreFabricator — Design/build/quote/order/manage your
“in-wall” rough-in system using the Steel City PreFabricator
online tool
• A
 RRA/Buy America Assemblies — Extend savings into
material costs on integrated components transformed into
compliant product
• L ife Safety System Support, Protection
and Termination — NEC ® compliant and save on labor
and material costs with pre-identified components
• C
 ustom-designed assemblies to specifically save money
unique to every project
• Superior logistics for material handling provides
inventory savings
• P alletized/packaged/identified per floor, room or location
to save time with material handling
• S hipments on site, on or before the day needed,
to minimize costly waiting periods

Total Project Cost Reduction
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Visit the T&B world of
electrical product solutions
Visit our web site for more information about
Thomas & Betts solutions and our newest products.
For a user-friendly catalog and competitive part
number search, application and technical support
and other useful information, go to:

www.tnb.com

United States

Europe/Africa

Thomas & Betts Corporation
Electrical Division Headquarters
8155 T&B Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38125
Phone: 901.252.8000
Fax: 901.252.1354
Technical Services:
888.862.3289
Customer Service:
1.800.816.7809
Email: elec_custserv@tnb.com

T&B European Centre
200 Chaussée de Waterloo
B-1640 Rhode-St-Genèse
Belgium
Phone: +32.235.98200
Email: europe_inquiry@tnb.com

Industry codes and specifications

Canada

All Thomas & Betts products meet or exceed applicable
industry specifications or codes which are detailed in
the appropriate T&B product literature.

Thomas & Betts Ltd
700 Avenue Thomas
St.-Jean-sur-Richelieu
Quebec J2X 2M9
Phone: 450.347.5318
Fax: 450.347.1976
Latin America

Online CAD library
Thomas & Betts offers free download of two- and threedimensional CAD models of many of its products in more
than 90 native CAD formats at: www.tnb.com/cadlibrary

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
Get certification letters for
compliant products online at:

www.tnb.com/ARRA

Thomas & Betts Corporation
8155 T&B Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38125
901.252.8000

© 2012 Thomas & Betts Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Mexico: 01-800-TNB-HELP
Central America & Caribbean:
+52.81.8329.7707
South America:
+52.81.8329.7643
Email: servicioalcliente@tnb.com

Middle East
Thomas & Betts Ltd
PO Box 54567
Office 107 5EA East Wing
Dubai Airport Free Zone
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Phone: +9714.609.1635
Fax: +9714.609.1636
Email: me_ex_enquiry@tnb.com
Asia Pacific
Thomas & Betts Asia Pte Ltd
10 Ang Mo Kio Street 65
#06-07 Techpoint
Singapore 569059
Phone: +65.6720.8828
Fax: +65.6720.8780
Email: asia_inquiry@tnb.com

